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14 June 2020 Customer and Stakeholders communication UPDATE 2 

Getting ready to restart the Community Bus services from July 2020  

We committed to restart as soon as it was safe to do so, and now you can travel with 

us safely because; we provide a controlled, hygienic environment that is ideal for 

ensuring a passenger’s health and wellbeing. 

Our 10-step guidance for passengers 
1. Anyone with Coronavirus symptoms will not be permitted to travel (High Temperature, new 

continuous cough, loss of taste or smell)  

2. All journeys are pre booked so we can provide contact tracing for every passenger and journey 

3. The Driver will advise which seats can be occupied as we have reduced the seating capacity to 

allow social distancing.   

4. All passengers will need to board the bus unaided and be able to fit the seat belt themselves as we 

must minimise close contact 

5. Passengers must always wear a face covering on the bus (Mandatory) and we recommend 

wearing of gloves. Upon boarding, passengers are encouraged to use the sanitiser hand gel. 

6. Passengers must take with them all waste items such as tissues, disposable gloves and masks and 

not leave them on the bus 

7. Journey times to be no longer than 30 mins (unless agreed) to minimise transmission of the virus 

8. The buses are fitted with extraction fans and the windows will be open to allow frequent air changes. 

The air conditioning system will only be used if necessary 

9. We actively keep cleaning the interior touch points to minimise transmission of the virus 

10. Passengers should follow the guidance of the government regarding hand washing, distancing, 

avoid touch your face, minimising the spread of the virus 

We have a limited supply of surgical masks available on the bus for £1.00 donation 

 

07799 522097 01327 604123   Email info@abilitycic.org.uk  

We look forward to welcoming you back from all at ABILITY 
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